Names of people working on FFT________________________________________________

FFT:

Grade Level:

Standards & GEs (if available):

**FIRST**, what do you want the FFT to be about, the *Essential Question* (only 1)?

**SECOND**, what do you want them to learn, your *Objectives* (2-3): *Students will*...

**THIRD**, *Brainstorm* all the possible activities students could do.
FOURTH, Pick 3-5 activities to include in the FFT. Briefly describe the activities below.

FFT Activities:
   1. Introduction: Meet the Farmer

   2. 

   3. 

   4. 

   5. 

   6. Wrap Up

   7. Filler Activity (fun game, book, observation)
LAST, what materials will you need?

List a few Pre-Trip activities (simple questions or activities that don’t need explanation):

List a few Post-Trip activities (simple questions or activities that don’t need explanation):